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It is a fundamental theorem of representation theory for Boolean

algebras that every No-complete Boolean algebra is an No-homomor-

phic image of an No-field of sets. It is also well known that there is a

2s°-complete Boolean algebra which is not a 2No-homomorphic image

of a 2No-field of sets. The usual proof goes by constructing a complete

Boolean algebra that is not (No, 2)-distributive; that is, one that does

not satisfy the equation

II 11 h> =  H   IT h/M.
fi<u c<2 /e2<»   (i<u

Since this equation involves only 25<0-operations and holds in No-

fields of sets, it also has to hold in 2No-homomorphic images of 2^°-

fields of sets. It was, however, an open question whether or not one

could prove the existence of an Ni-complete Boolean algebra not an

Ni-homomorphic image of an Ni-field of sets without using the con-

tinuum hypothesis. This question is answered in this note. We con-

struct a complete Boolean algebra which does not satisfy the in-

equality

(1) II  IX á    H     ZiVfW

Since this inequality involves only Ni-operations and holds in Ni-fields

of sets, it also has to hold in Ni-homomorphic images of Ni-fields of

sets.

From now on, let us identify a given cardinal N with the first

ordinal number having cardinal N, and identify a given ordinal num-

ber with its set of predecessors. If a is any cardinal number, let a+

be the first cardinal larger than a. It is customary to call an a-com-

plete Boolean algebra a-representable if it is an a-homomorphic image

of an a-field of sets. Consider this question : Which cardinals a have

the property

Ra: There is an a+-complete a-representable Boolean algebra which

is not a+-representable?

It is known that regular infinite cardinals a have property Ra if

a+ = 2". Examples of complete a-representable algebras which are not

(a, 2)-distributive are given in Smith [6] and Scott [4]. In this note
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we show that all regular infinite cardinals a have property Ra making

no use of any form of the continuum hypothesis. The proof goes by

constructing a complete a-representable Boolean algebra that does

not satisfy the inequality

a). n 2Zk= e ek-w

These algebras are also iß, 7)-distributive for all cardinals ß<a and

all 7. They are not (a, a)-distributive.

The problem of determining which, if any, singular infinite cardi-

nals have property Ra seems to be open, even assuming the general-

ized continuum hypothesis.

Let a be a regular infinite cardinal. Considering the set X of all

one-to-one functions on a into a+ as points, take as a basis for open

sets the empty set, together with sets Ag = {/:/GAand/| Domg = g},

where g is a one-to-one function on a subset of a having cardinal less

than a, into a+.

If {A„(,->: iEl} is a collection of fewer than a nonempty basic sets,

then one sees that n,6r Ag^ 5e 0 if and only if Uier g(i) is a one-to-one

function. Since the regularity of a guarantees card UlSr Domigii))

<a, C\iei A„{i) is either empty or is equal to Aa, where g = U<e/g(î).

Thus the collection of basic open sets is closed under intersections of

fewer than a elements. Moreover, since U.er gii) is a one-to-one func-

tion if and only if gii)^Jgii') is a one-to-one function for each pair

i, i'EI, we have the following compactness property:

(*) If {A„^: iEl} is a collection of fewer than a nonempty basic

open sets such that no pair has an empty intersection, then flier A0u)

is a nonempty basic open set.

Basic sets are open-closed, since X~Ae = A~fl {^4¡(M„)¡: ip.v)Eg}

= U{X~^4((,,„)): ipv)Eg}, while for any pair (uv)EaXa+,

X~ A\o„)) = U {-¿(o»»'»: v i¿ v' < a+}.

Let Ba be the algebra of regular open sets of this space. This alge-

bra consists of sets 5 such that 5 = in cl 5 under operations

-S = in (X ~ S)

E S( = in cl U 5£
{ £

II S( = in cl H St.
1 i

Such algebras are always complete. See Sikorski's book [5] for de-

tails.
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Theorem. Algebras Ba are a-representable and (jS, y)-distributive for

all ß<a and all cardinals y. The inequality (l)a does not hold in Ba.

Hence Ba is not a^-representable.

Proof. Property (*) implies that Ba is /3-atomic for all ß<a. There-

fore, for the distributivity of Ba, we can refer the reader to Pierce

[3], where, in turn, he will be referred to [2]. The method in [3] for

showing that ^-atomicity implies jS+-representability, can also be

used to show that /3-atomicity for all ß<a implies a-representability.

One can conveniently use either the condition of Chang in [l ] or of

Smith in [ó].

We claim that cl IL,«, -<4(g„)) =X for any v<a+. For if A0 is any

nonempty basic open set with p£Rng(g), then AgQA{^r)) where

pi = g~1(v). If A g is a nonempty basic open set with y£Rng(g), then

we can choose u£a<~Dom(g) since Dom(g) has cardinal less than a.

For such a it, g\J {(uv)} is a one-to-one function, and therefore

Air\Al^,)]^0.
In Ba, therefore, TL><<*+Hi'«' An»,)) =X, the unit of the algebra.

On the other hand, ^((^r^io«»')) — 0 for any v^v'<a+ and p. <a.

Hence (l)a fails in Ba.
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